This paper presents an adaptive caging configuration design algorithm of the hyper-redundant manipulator for dysfunctional satellite pre-capture. Taking advantages of the extreme flexibility and hyperredundancy, the hyper-redundant manipulator wraps its whole body around the dysfunctional satellite to restrain its motion without requiring grappling points and accurate information. However, the hyperredundancy also makes the caging configuration design more complicated and challenging. In this paper, the dynamic sequential caging following algorithm based on rapidly-exploring random tree algorithm is proposed to search the caging configuration in real-time. First, according to the discretized caging trace, which is twining around the grasped object and selected based on the caging conditions, the joints of the hyper-redundant manipulator are divided into several groups in advance. Then, the joint angles are searched group by group to realize the match of the discretized caging trace by the hyper-redundant manipulator. As a result, the configuration between the grasped object and the hyper-redundant manipulator satisfies the caging conditions. The main advantages of the proposed caging motion planning algorithm lie in the avoidance of the inversion and the efficiency of computation. Finally, the pre-capture of two dysfunctional satellites with different shapes using a twenty universal joint manipulator is implemented, and the simulation results verify the efficiency of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to running out of fuel, attitude and orbit control system failure, task termination, and so on, there are more and more dysfunctional satellites in space. These dysfunctional satellites not only occupy valuable orbital resources but also threaten the safety of operational satellites [1] . Conceptually, many methods for grasping dysfunctional satellites have been proposed, such as space manipulator capturing [2] and net capturing [3] , [4] . As discussed in the reference [1] , advantages and drawbacks exist in any of these options. The choice of dysfunctional satellite capture method should be dependent on the concrete mission scenario. To improve the economic benefits, on-orbit maintenance of dysfunctional satellites seems to be the best choice. In this case, the ability The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zheng H. Zhu .
to grasp and operate the dysfunctional satellite is necessary. Based on this background, the space manipulator seems to be a better choice due to its controllability. In practice, space robotic systems with manipulators play a more and more important role in on-orbit servicing, such as docking, berthing, repairing, upgrading, transporting, rescuing, and orbital debris removal [5] - [7] .
A hyper-redundant manipulator has a greater number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) than a traditional manipulator, which makes it has extreme flexibility and well suited to work in highly constrained environments [8] - [10] . Taking advantages of the extreme flexibility and hyper-redundancy, an adaptive caging approach for dysfunctional satellite precapture using hyper-redundant manipulator is proposed in this paper. Specifically, similar as the trunk of an elephant [11] , the hyper-redundant manipulator wraps its whole body around the grasped dysfunctional satellite to form an encirclement, which can restrain the dysfunctional satellite motion. Then, a good condition for grasping and manipulating the dysfunctional satellite is created, in which the dysfunctional satellite cannot escape from the encirclement formed by the hyper-redundant manipulator, even if there is unexpected collision between the dysfunctional satellite and the hyper-redundant manipulator. The most striking feature of caging is that it is assumed to be accomplished only by position-controlled agents without considering mechanical properties like contact and forces, which relaxes control during the caging process [12] - [14] . Therefore, compared with current dysfunctional satellite capturing and removal methods (e.g. [2] - [4] , [15] ), neither grappling points nor accurate information are required in our proposed method, which means requirements for the cooperative level of grasped object are lower. Actually, the shape and size of dysfunctional satellites are various, and the known information of dysfunctional satellites is usually limited, which create challenges for on-orbit servicing [1] . Concretely, in this paper, we focus on how to find an effective caging configuration of hyperredundant manipulator that can restrict the dysfunctional satellite to a limited region, which belongs to the pre-capture phase.
However, due to higher DOFs, the configuration design of hyper-redundant manipulator becomes very complicated and challenging. The current researches in this field can be divided into three main categories: geometrical methods [16] - [18] , numerical methods [19] , [20] and artificial neural network methods [21] - [23] . The geometrical methods usually use a backbone function [16] or a mode function [10] to describe the configuration of hyper-redundant manipulator, in which the complexity of the solution and the computation of the inverse kinematics will be simplified to some degree. However, the validity of this kind of methods depends on the choice of backbone/mode function. In terms of the numerical methods, the generalized inverse of the Jacobian matrix is used to deal with the differential kinematics equations. However, the computational load will become very large with the increase of the number of DOFs, which affects the realtime control ultimately. As for the artificial neural network methods, they are used to solve the configuration planning problem of general manipulators recently with the development of artificial intelligence technology. However, similar to the numerical methods, with the increase of the number of DOFs, the size of the training set will change significantly that increases the computating complexity.
To solve this problem, the dynamic sequential caging following algorithm based on rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm is proposed to search caging configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator in real-time in this paper. The main idea of the proposed algorithm is adjusting the joint angles of the hyper-redundant manipulator sequentially. Concretely, according to the geometry of the grasped object, the joints of the hyper-redundant manipulator are divided into several groups in advance. Then, the joint angles are searched group by group using RRT algorithm [24] to realize the match of the hyper-redundant manipulator with the discretized caging trace. As a result, the configuration between the grasped object and the hyper-redundant manipulator satisfies the caging conditions. Therefore, not only does the inverse kinematics avoid where singularity usually occurs, but also the computation efficiency improves.
In this paper, caging conditions using the hyper-redundant manipulator are derived first through static analysis and dynamic analysis. The caging trace twining around the grasped object is introduced and quantified. Next, the caging motion planning algorithm is designed to track the caging trace with uncertainty by the hyper-redundant manipulator in real-time. In order to guarantee the effectiveness of the caging and the operability of the hyper-redundant manipulator, the caging trace is discretized into a sequence of critical points connected by caging edges. These critical points are targets for joints of the hyper-redundant manipulator to track. Then, the dynamic sequential caging following algorithm based on RRT algorithm searches feasible paths for joints to match with their corresponding critical points in real-time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the derivation of caging conditions of the hyperredundant manipulator. Section III describes the caging motion planning algorithm of the hyper-redundant manipulator. In Section IV, a twenty universal joint manipulator caging two dysfunctional satellites with different shapes is chosen as examples to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, conclusive remarks are given in Section V.
II. CAGING CONDITIONS OF THE HYPER-REDUNDANT MANIPULATOR
In this paper, the hyper-redundant manipulator uses its whole body to cage an object. Therefore, the essence of the hyperredundant manipulator caging is to form an encircling trace around the grasped object as shown in Fig. 1 . Here, we introduce the concept called ''caging trace'', which is located on the surface of the grasped object and surrounds around the grasped object to restrain its motion. Static and dynamic analysis of the caging condition derivation are discussed in the following parts. Considering the variety of the dysfunctional satellite geometries, we simplify the satellite as a prototype composed of a cuboid (mainbody) and two solar panels (attachment) only for the purpose of analysis ( Fig. 2) .
A. STATIC ANALYSIS
For the static analysis, the motion of the grasped object and the hyper-redundant manipulator, and the uncertainty of the grasped object are all ignored. We only focus on the relative constraint relationship between the caging trace and the grasped object, i.e., how to design a caging trace that could restrain the object's motion. To cage an object firmly and conveniently, the ideal case is that the caging trace is coincided with a specific closed curve located on the object's surface (such as the green solid closed lines shown in Fig. 2 ). Actually, the closed caging trace is hard to realize by the hyper-redundant manipulator subject to its structural constraints. In contrast, a suboptimal situation usually occurs where the caging trace is open and coincides with a part of the closed curve, but its opening length (or gap) is small enough to prevent the target from escaping (such as the yellow dotted open lines in Fig. 2 ). Thus, the caging trace design problem is transformed into how to select an appropriate closed curve located on the object's surface as the caging trace.
Different closed curves of an object can be obtained from different cross sections of the object. Fig. 3 shows steps of how to generate an appropriate closed curve c.
There are three steps in the whole procedure. The first step is to select the caging plane ξ : f ξ (x, y, z) = 0. The reason to select the caging plane through the mass center but not edges of the object is to guarantee the robustness of a capture. As shown in Fig. 2 , planes composed by green solid or yellow dotted lines are valid caging planes. However, planes consisting of red imaginary lines pass through the mass center and edges simultaneously are invalid because the manipulator will break the current configuration easily under external disturbance. In other words, contact points at edges are neutral static. The second step is to intersect the caging plane with the object to create a cross section λ. Assume the grasped object, denoted by O, consists of n O faces β = {β 1 , β 2 , · · · , β n O } with equation β i : f β i (x, y, z) = 0(i = 1, 2, · · · , n O ). Then λ can be expressed as follows
The last step is to find the closed curve c, which is the boundary of λ just as the green solid closed curves shown in Fig. 2 . The compenent of c, denoted by c i , can be expressed mathmatically as (2) , then c =
Next, we need to determine the caging trace η. As discussed before, the relationship between η and c satisfies
There are two cases for (3). The first one is η = c, which can guarantee a firm capture doubtlessly. The second one is η ⊂ c, i.e., η is a part of c, while the second case could not guarantee a 100% valid caging. Therefore, there are additional requirements for the second case to realize a firm caging. As shown in Fig. 4 , the red solid curves are invalid because their gaps are too large to restrain the motion of the object, but the green dotted curves are valid because their gaps are small enough to prevent the object from escaping when there is external disturbance acting on the object. However, there are some special cases. For example, although the gap of the yellow imaginary curve is large, it is still valid because it utilizes the attachment of the grasped object to provide additional constraints.
In general, to guarantee a firm caging, the opening caging curve should be throughout the boundary of the cross section λ, such as the green dotted curves in Fig. 4 . To describe additional requirements theoretically, the characteristic length, which is denoted by L c , is introduced. Concretely, L c is a specific edge of λ determined by the caging origin (the starting point on the caging trace for the hyper-redundant manipulator to implement caging operation), the caging direction (the direction of the hyper-redundant manipulator to implement caging operation) and the geometry of the grasped object. As shown in Fig. 4 , the double arrowhead imaginary lines represent the characteristic length of caging an object. Apparently, the gap of valid caging curves L 0 is less than L c , which can be expressed as follows:
Remark 1: The caging trace calculated here is ideal because it perfectly matches the geometry of the grasped object, which means that the hyper-redundant manipulator does not need to adjust its caging configuration to form a firm capture. There is no need for a full match of the caging trace with the hyper-redundant manipulator because caging is a loose closure strategy with certain margin and allows changing the size of a caging configuration within the margin [13] .
Remark 2: The role of the attachments, such as solar panels, cannot be ignored. For one thing, these attachments can relax the caging conditions to some degree, which means that the opening caging curve may not need throughout the boundary of the cross section λ. For example, L 0 = L c is also a valid caging curve in some special cases if the attachment of the grasped object can provide constraints, such as the yellow imaginary curves in Fig. 4 . For another, these attachments contribute to form a more stable caging configuration because of the additional restraints offered by them.
Last but not least, the caging trace is usually not unique. All the caging traces form a set as shown in (5) . η is a such trace that can restrain the motion of the grasped object.
= {η}
(5)
B. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
For the dynamic analysis, the motion of grasped objects, the motion of the hyper-redundant manipulator and the uncertainty of grasped objects should be taken into consideration. The real-time requirement of the dynamic analysis is inevitable due to the presence of the uncertainty of the grasped object. In addition, the collision is very likely to occur during the caging process, thus collision avoidance is necessary. Specifically, the dynamic analysis is throughout the caging track design and it will be discussed detailedly in subsection III-B.
III. CAGING TRACK DESIGN
The aim of caging motion planning is to realize the match of the caging trace with the hyper-redundant manipulator. Fig. 5 shows the task description of caging a dysfunctional satellite by the hyper-redundant manipulator, in which the hyper-redundant manipulator mounted on a serving satellite approaches the debris first, then it tracks a caging trace. For the convenience of study, the manipulator is converted into a chain structure composed of a series of straight segments. 
A. KINEMATIC MODEL OF THE HYPER-REDUNDANT MANIPULATOR
A hyper-redundant manipulator with n universal joint structure is adopted in this paper. The universal joint has two orthogonal DOFs. The kinematic model and the D-H parameters of the hyper-redundant manipulator are shown in Fig. 6 and listed in Table 1 , respectively. For convenience of discussion, some symbols are defined in Table 2 . For the body fixed frame of the jth link, denoted by O j x j y j z j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), its origin O j is fixed on the jth joint center, z j axis is along the jth link directing the next adjacent joint center, x j axis is along the vertical rotary shaft, and y j axis is along the horizontal rotary shaft. Besides, O j x j y j z j is the right-handed coordinate system. When the axes of all links are collinear and values of the rotation angle of all joints are 0 • , all x j or y j axes are coplanar. Remark 3: It should be pointed out that there is a little difference between the D-H parameters used in this paper and the traditional one [18] , which is due to that each joint has two orthogonal DOFs. Specifically, there are five parameters to describe the transformation matrixes of two adjacent links: θ j , ψ j , α i , a i and d i . As a result, the coordinate transformation matrix of two adjacent links also differs with the traditional one.
As shown in Fig. 6 , there are three steps to obtain the coordinate transformation matrix from O j x j y j z j to O j−1 x j−1 y j−1 z j−1 :
( Therefore, the coordinate transformation matrix between two adjacent coordinate frames O j x j y j z j and O j−1 x j−1 y j−1 z j−1 , can be obtained as:
where c θ is short for cos θ j−1 ; s θ is short for sin θ j−1 ; c ψ is short for cos ψ j−1 ; s ψ is short for sin ψ j−1 ; Trans(x, y, z) is the translational transfer matrix expressed in (7); Rot(y, θ) is the rotational transfer matrix around y axis expressed in (8) ; Rot(x, ψ) is the rotational transfer matrix around x axis expressed in (9) .
Therefore, the pose (position and attitude) of the jth link can be obtained according to (10) .
where I T 0 is the coordinate transformation matrix from
The caging ability of the hyper-redundant manipulator to realize the match of a given caging trace is the basis of our proposed method, which is tested. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 3 . Fig. 7 shows the caging process. Apparently, the hyper-redundant has the ability to match its shape with the given caging trace by adjusting its joint angles sequentially. The final joint angle values are shown in Table 4 , and all the joint angles are located in the given range. Subject to the structural constraints, the hyper-redundnat manipulator cannot match the given circular trace perfectly. Alternatively, it forms an envelope around the circle.
Remark 4: The caging traces we chosen here are planar for simplicity. Thus, the desired caging configuration can be achieved through adjusting θ i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). While, the proposed method can also be applied for spatial caging cases as each universal joint has two orthogonal DOFs.
B. CAGING MOTION PLANNING ALGORITHM
To simplify the problem without losing generality, several assumptions are made as follows: (a) The uncertainty of grasped objects, such as geometry parameters uncertainty, kinematic and dynamic parameters uncertainty, and inertial parameters uncertainty, is integrated to the uncertainty of the caging trace during the caging process. This is due to the direct performance of all these uncertainties is the caging trace uncertainty during the caging process.
(b) The hyper-redundant manipulator is in a fully expanding state before implementing the caging operation, i.e., initial values of joint angles are zero.
(c) The actuation sequence of joint angles is from the base to the tip during the caging process. Besides, the part close to the base of the hyper-redundant manipulator contacts the grasped object first.
(d) The orbital motion between the grasped object and the servicing satellite system is synchronous, and the relative distance between the grasped object and the hyperredundant manipulator is very small, which means that we could only focus on the caging motion of the hyper-redundant manipulator.
(e) The motion and shape information of grasped target can be obtained from the servicing satellite through observation and estimation.
Assumption (e) is reasonable in practice, because many technologies have been put forward to estimate the state information of a space target [26] , [27] . As the distance between the grasped object and the servicing satellite grows smaller and smaller, the measured information will be more and more accurate due to the improvement of the measurement accuracy. Thus, the uncertainty of the caging trace is assumed to be limited and the caging trace will also change towards a more realistic situation during the caging process.
The are three main steps of the whole caging motion planning algorithm, which will be described in detail in the following parts.
1) DETERMINING THE PROTOTYPE OF THE CAGING TRACE
Due to the uncertainty of the grasped non-cooperative target, it is very difficult to determine the accurate caging trace. Thus, the prototype of a caging curve is introduced, which is a reference caging trace obtained from the initial measuring geometry information of the grasped object. Concretely, the prototype of a caging trace can be calculated according to the static analysis in subsection II-A. The ideal situation is that there are no deviation between the prototypical caging trace and the actual caging trace. However, the actual caging trace is very likely to change as the caging operation is executed. There are two reasons for this phenomenon: 1) limited by the accuracy of the measuring instruments, the closer the servicing satellite is to the dysfunctional satellite, the more full-scale measurement of the dysfunctional satellite can be obtained, and the more accurate informtion of the dysfunctional satellite is achieved; 2) the complete attitude synchronization between the grasped non-cooperative target and the servicing satellite system is hard to realize owing to the noncooperation of the grasped target. For simplicity, the attitude asynchronism is also processed into the uncertainty of the caging trace. Generally, the actual caging trace will not change too much during the caging process. In this paper, we assume it is changed based on the prototypical caging trace within a given threshold value. Noticeably, the caging trace is movable within a certain range as shown in Fig. 8 .
Moreover, the prototypical caging traces for a specific grasped target form a set as shown in (5) . Different caging trace corresponds to different tracking of the hyper-redundant manipulator. The random strategy is adopted, which means that the determination of the prototypical the caging trace is random, i.e., the generation of the caging plane is random; the type of the caging trace-closed or open, is also random; and if the caging trace is open, its gap is also random as long as it satisfies (4).
2) DETERMINING CAGING ELEMENTS
For convenience, the caging origin, the caging direction and the critical points are intergrated as caging elements. Considering the feasibility of the caging by the hyper-redundant manipulator, the caging origin is chosen as the intersection of the closed curve and the edge of the grasped object. As shown in Fig. 8 , the points marked by five-pointed star are the feasible caging origins, while the points marked by cross are the infeasible caging origins. This is because the hyper-redundant manipulator is in a fully expanding state before implementing the caging operation as described in assumption (b), which means that the first contact point must be located on the edge of the grasped object. The caging direction is determined by the caging origin and the placement of the manipulator. In other words, the hyper-redundant manipulator cages the grasped object along the caging trace.
In order to guarantee the effectiveness of the caging and the operability of the hyper-redundant manipulator, the caging trace is discretized into a sequence of critical points connected by caging edges. These critical points are chosen as cross points between the caging curve and edges of the grasped object reasonably as shown in Fig. 4 . Concretely, the discrete critical points are ordered. The first critical point, i.e., the caging origin, is denoted by K 1 , and the number of critical points is incremental along the caging direction until K k , k is the number of critical points. If the caging trace is closed, the tip of the hyper-redundant manipulator E coincides with K 1 ; if the caging trace is open, E coincides with K k . To provide constraints, there must be joints of the hyper-redundant manipulator at each critical point. As mentioned in Remark 1, there is no need for a full match of the caging trace with the hyper-redundant manipulator because caging is a loose closure strategy with certain margin and allows changing the size of a caging configuration within the margin [13] .
Remark 5: For the caged object whose natural edges are ambiguous, such as the cylinder and the circular cone, there are usually no natural segmentation points for a caging trace. At this point, the caging trace can be discretized according to the link number of the hyper-redundant manipulator. In addition, subject to the structural constraints, the hyperredundant manipulator may not match with the given critical points perfectly. Alternatively, it forms an envelope around the caging trace (such as the circular trace shown in Fig. 7(a) ).
Until now, the tracking of the caging trace by the hyperredundant manipulator can be described as follows: a) given a caging trace with uncertainty and its corresponding caging origin/direction; b) find suitable joint angles of the hyperredundant manipulator to realize the match of critical joints. The dynamic sequential caging following algorithm based on RRT algorithm is proposed and its flow chart is shown in Table 5 .
3) DYNAMIC SEQUENTIAL CAGING FOLLOWING ALGORITHM BASED ON RRT ALGORITHM
As shown in Table 5 , the inputs of the proposed algorithm are the joint angles limitation of the hyper-redundant manipulator θ i ∈ [θ il , θ iu ] and ψ i ∈ [ψ il , ψ iu ](i = 1, 2, · · · , n), the prototypical critical points set K = {K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K k }, the link length set of the hyper-redundant manipulator L = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n }, and the preplanned matching joints group J = {J s1 , J s2 , . . . , J sk }. The outputs are the valid match sequence between K = {K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K k } and J = {J s1 , J s2 , . . . , J sk }, and corresponding joint angles θ i and ψ i .
The principle to determine the matched sequence is to guarantee that the total link length between J si ∼ J s(i+1) happens to be no less than than the Euclidean distance of K i ∼ K i+1 denoted by Dist(K i , K i+1 ) as shown in (11) .
Remark 6: K and J are likely to change during the caging process due to the uncertainty of the caging trace. Therefore, the validity of the information of the critical points and matched sequence should be checked in real-time. For convenience, the matched sequence set C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k−1 } are calculated where C i = J s(i+1) − J si . Consequently, C is also changing.
The dynamic sequential caging following algorithm based on RRT algorithm includes two main parts: matching the critical points sequentially and adjusting the matched critical points and joints locally. The aim of matching the critical points sequentially is to realize the match of K i and J si in turn as shown in Fig. 9 . During the match of K i and J si , only joints J s(i−1) ∼ J si−1 are searched by RRT algorithm and other joints remains their initial values, which will decrease the search dimension of RRT algorithm greatly. The concrete steps of RRT algorithm are shown in steps 20-34 in Table 5 . Specifically, the nearest node q near in the current caging configuration path branches is selected by minimum norm calculation. The generation of new node q new should satisfy the kinematics/dynamics constraints of the hyper-redundant manipulator as shown in (12) . Here, stepsize is decided by the joint angle velocity/acceleration. In addition, each component of q new should be within its own range.
After obtaining q new , the collision detection is implemented to check its validity by the polygonal envelope detection algorithm [28] . In this paper, the caging trace is polygonal and the hyper-redundant manipulator is a chain structure. As shown in Fig. 10 , there are no collision between the grasped object and the hyper-redundant manipulator when the distance d j from the mass center of the grasped object to the jth(j = si ∼ s(i + 1) − 1) link is no less than the distance d i from the mass center of the grasped object to the caging edge K i ∼ K i+1 . Apparently, the collision detection of each caging edge is independent. Due to the uncertainty of the caging trace, the validity of the matched critical points K 1 ∼ K i−1 and joints J s1 ∼ J s(i−1) is required to be tested before the match of K i and J si , which is the task of the adjusting the matched critical points and joints locally. Concrete uncertainty handling steps are shown in Table 5 . As shown in Fig. 11 , the pose or geometry of the caging trace may be changing, which results in the invalidity of the previous match. Concretely, the validity test includes the collision detection and the match detection. If the previous match is invalid, the values of J s1 ∼ J s(i−1) are adjusted locally to towards a valid match. Likewise, RRT algorithm is adopted to search a valid match based on the previous values of J s1 ∼ J s(i−1) . Fortunately, the search range is limited within a small value because the variation of the caging trace is limited. In addition, is determined by the degree of uncertainty of the caging trace.
As described before, matching the critical points sequentially and adjusting the matched critical points and joints locally are crossed in the dynamic sequential caging following algorithm based on RRT algorithm. The main advantages of the proposed caging motion planning algorithm lie in the avoidance of inverse kinematics and the efficiency of computation.
IV. SIMULATIONS
The proposed algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB and some simulations have been carried out to prove its validity. The structure configuration of the simulation example is shown in Fig. 5 . Further, assume each link of the hyperredundant manipulator is same. The parameters of the hyperreduandant are shown in Table 3 . Other simulation parameters are shown in Table 6 . Two representative satellites with different geometric shapes are chosen to verify the effectiveness of our method. Fig. 12 shows the dysfunctional satellite 1 and the two caging traces. The caging trace denoted by pink solid lines dose not utilize the solar panels, while the caging trace denoted by green dotted lines utilizes the solar panels. In the following parts, we first show the strategy of the match of one caging edge; next, the match of a certain caging trace is implemented; then, the match of a caging trace with uncertainty is carried out; finally, the match considering solar panels is implemented.
A. CAGING A SATELLITE WITH A HEXAHEDRON MAINBODY
Remark 7: For simplicity, the solar panels are ignored in the following simulation charts if the given caging trace dose not consider them. Initial conditions 1 and initial conditions 2 shown in Table 6 are set for the pink solid caging trace and green dotted caging trace, respectively.
1) THE STRATEGY OF ONE CAGING EDGE MATCH
Take the first caging edge of the pink caging trace as an example to illustrate the strategy. Assume J 3 matches with K 1 . For the first caging edge K 1 ∼ K 2 , its length satisfies 3l < Dist(K 1 , K 2 ) = √ 3 a < 4l, thus 4 links are required to realize matching with K 2 . Apparently, to realize the match of the first edge is to find suitable values of ψ 3 ∼ ψ 6 and θ 3 ∼ θ 6 that makes J 7 matches with K 2 . Due to the randomness of RRT algorithm, the solutions of ψ 3 ∼ ψ 6 and θ 3 ∼ θ 6 are usually not unique. Fig. 13 shows several examples of solutions. Apparently, only ψ 3 ∼ ψ 6 are required to be adjusted to realize the match of J 7 and K 2 from the initial configuration. Theoretically, the geometry composed by K 1 , K 2 and J 3 ∼ J 7 is various. As shown in Fig. 13 , the trigonal geometry is the closest to K 1 ∼ K 2 . In addition, the number of actuated joints of the trigonal geometry strategy is reduced greatly, which will improve the calculation efficiency.
If J s(i+1) cannot match with K i+1 under the initial configuration, the trigonal geometry is adopted to reduce the complexity of RRT algorithm and make the caging configuration more stable. Then, the theoretical solution can be found. Specifically, for an arbitrary caging edge K i ∼ K i+1 , J si ∼ J s(i+1) must be coplanar with K i ∼ K i+1 . Thus, only ψ si and θ si ∼ θ s(i+1)−1 or θ si and ψ si ∼ ψ s(i+1)−1 are required to be adjusted where ψ si or θ si controls J si ∼ J n to be collinear with K i ∼ K i+1 , and ψ si ∼ ψ s(i+1)−1 or θ si ∼ θ s(i+1)−1 makes J s(i+1) to match with K i+1 . Since J si has matched with K i , we divide J si ∼ J s(i+1) into two groups: J si ∼ J mi and J mi ∼ J s(i+1) . The links between J si and J mi work as an integral link denoted by L sim , and the links between J mi and J s(i+1) also work as an integral link denoted by L ms(i+1) . The principle to determine the middle node is to guarantee that the length of L sim denoted by l sim , the length of L ms(i+1) denoted by l ms(i+1) and the length of caging edge K i ∼ K i+1 denoted by l i(i+1) satisfy the constructive condition of triangle, i.e., the sum of any two sides of a triangle is greater than the third side and the difference of any two sides of a triangle is less than the third side. According to the cosine law, the angle between L sim and K i ∼ K i+1 denoted by γ i1 , and the angle between L sim and l ms(i+1) denoted by γ i2 are as shown in (13) and (14) , respectively. The signs and concrete values of J si and J mi are determined by the rotation direction. For example, for the blue solid trigonal geometry shown in Fig. 13(b) ,J mi = J 6 , θ si = 0 • , ψ si = γ i1 = 15.79 • and ψ mi = −(180 • − γ i2 ) = −70.53 • . In addition, the blue solid and brown dotted trigonal geometries whose one side is one link of the hyper-redundant manipulator are closest to K 1 ∼ K 2 among all the trigonal geometries, and this kind trigonal geometry will be chosen preferentially in the following simulations.
2) THE CERTAIN CAGING TRACE MATCH If the pink caging trace is certain, the solutions of the match by the hyper-redundant manipulator adopting the optimal trigonal geometry matching strategy are shown in Fig. 14. Assume simulation conditions are the same as those in subsection IV-A.1. Take the first optimal trigonal geometry shown in Fig. 14(a) as an example to illustrate the match in detail. Assume J 3 matches with K 1 , i.e., J s1 = J 3 . The results are shown in Table 7 . Then, for the first caging edge K 1 ∼ K 2 , its length satisfies 3l < Dist(K 1 , K 2 ) = √ 3 a < 4l, thus 4 links are required to realize matching with K 2 . For the second caging edge K 2 ∼ K 3 , its length is just equal to 5l, thus 5 links are required to realize matching with K 3 . For the third caging edge K 3 
3 a < 4l, thus 4 links are required to realize matching with K 4 . For the fourth caging edge K 4 ∼ K 5 , its length is just equal to 5l, thus 5 links are required to realize matching with K 5 . The solution procedure of the second optimal trigonal geometry shown in Fig. 14(b) is similar to the first optimal trigonal geometry. Therefore, for the these solutions, J 3 matches with K 1 , J 7 matches with K 2 , J 12 matches with K 3 , J 16 matches with K 4 and E coincides with K 5 . Finally, the matched sequence set between K = {K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 , K 5 } and joints J = {J 3 , J 7 , J 12 , J 16 , E} is C = {4, 5, 4, 5}.
3) THE MATCH OF A CAGING TRACE WITH UNCERTAINTY
The former two simulations illustrate the strategy of matching with a certain caging trace. However, for the dysfunctional satellite with uncertainty, its caging traces are usually uncertain to some degree, which means that the critical points are time-varying. For the caging trace with uncertainty, the optimal trigonal geometry matching strategy is still adopted to find the theoretical goal solutions and RRT algorithm is utilized to search for a feasible path without collision from the initial geometry to the goal geometry in real-time.
As the caging process progresses, the measured information of grasped object will become more and more close to the actual information. For the pink caging trace, assume its actual geometry is larger than the measured prototypical one and there is a small relative angular velocity between the grasped object and the hyper-redundant manipulator. As a result, positions of the critical points will change. Assume the threshold of the uncertainty is = 0.1, that is to say, the caging trace is no more than the amplified 1.1 times of its initial measured values during the caging process. The random strategy is further adopted to simulate the change of the caging trace in real-time. Further, we assume that J s1 matches with K 1 all the time no matter how K 1 changes because this match maintainance of J s1 and K 1 is done by the maneuver of the servicing satellite. It should be pointed out that the sequence rule is throughout the whole caging process, that is to say, the rotation of actuated joints is one by one.
The parameters of the grasped object is measured again when the match of K 2 is going to be implemented. Unfortunately, the measured information of the grasped object is changed where its side length becomes 0.42m and its height becomes 1.06m, which causes the caging trace changes. As a result, the prototypical matched sequence between K and joints J may be improper. We will discuss the suboptimal caging situation and ideal caging situation in the following simulations, respectively.
Case 1: The suboptimal caging situation If J s1 = J 3 remains unchanged, the matched sequence set will be C = {4, 6, 4, 4} according to (11) , which will correspond to the suboptimal situation (open caging trace). Fig. 15 shows the snapshots of the caging process of this suboptimal situation adopting the first optimal trigonal geometry where the black dotted lines and red solid lines represent the prototypical and updated measured information, respectively. The corredonding joint angles are shown in Table 8 . Firstly, the first caging edge K 1 ∼ K 2 is mathced, and Fig. 15(a) shows the result. Next, the second caging edge K 2 ∼ K 3 is matched. The caging trace pose changes due to the attitude asynchronism (rotating −5 • around the z axis of the fixed coordinate system of the grasped object). To begin with, the validity of matched sequence set is checked, i.e., the validity matched critical points K 1 ∼ K 2 and joints J s1 ∼ J s2 is tested. Fortunately, C is still effective and adjust the matched critical points and joints locally can satisfy the validity requirement. Fig. 15(b) shows the results of match J s3 with K 3 . Then, the third caging edge K 3 ∼ K 4 is matched. Similarly, the information of the grasped object is updated first, but it is unfortunate that both the geometry and pose of the grasped object change. Specifically, the side length a becomes 0.44m, the height h becomes 1.1m, and the grasped object rotates −5 • around the z axis of its fixed coordinate system. Through validity test, C is still effective, but the matched critical points K 1 ∼ K 3 and joints J s1 ∼ J s3 are invalid. Fig. 15(c) shows the results of match J s4 with K 4 . Luckily, the caging trace doesn't change when E matches with K 5 which means that the previous match is valid. In this suboptimal situation, J s4 ∼ E should coincide with K 4 ∼ K 5 to guarantee the opening length L o =0.3m is less than L c =1.1m. Fig. 15(c) shows the results of match E with K 5 . Fig. 17 shows one valid searching path of actuated joints during the caging process, which corresponds to the sequence rule that the rotation of the actuated joints is one by one. More specifically, when implementing the match of the first caging edge K 1 ∼ K 2 , only θ s1 , ψ s1 and ψ m1 change, and other actuated joints keep their initial values. Further, the driving sequence is θ s1 → ψ s1 → ψ m1 . For the match of the first caging edge K 2 ∼ K 3 , θ s1 , ψ s1 and ψ m1 are checked and adjusted first; then, θ s2 , ψ s2 and ψ m2 are searched. The same rules for the following match. In addition, Fig. 16 also illustrates that the joint motion is continuous.
Case 2: The ideal caging situation To form a closed caging trace, the matched sequence set between K and joints J should be adjusted from its prototypical value C = {4, 5, 4, 5} to an updated value C = {4, 6, 4, 6}. For this case, J s1 = J 1 . Assume the change of the caging trace in the ideal caging situation is in the same mannar as that in the suboptimal caging situation. Fig. 17 shows the snapshots of the caging process adopting the first optimal trigonal geometry where the black dotted lines and red solid lines also represent the prototypical and updated measured information, respectively. Furthermore, Table 9 shows the corredonding joint angles. Similar to the suboptimal case, the caging edges match are sequential. It should be pointed out that K 5 coincides with K 1 , thus the end point of the hyper-redundant manipulator E coincides with K 5 and K 1 simultaneously. Fig. 18 shows one valid searching path of the actuated joints during the caging process, which is also continuous and corresponds to the sequence rule. For the suboptimal caging situation and the ideal situation, Fig. 16 and Fig. 18 show that there is difference of their joint paths though the values of actuated joints J s1 ∼ J m3 are same. In other words, the valid searching paths are various in theory.
4) THE MATCH OF A CAGING TRACE CONSIDERING SOLAR PANELS
Assume the hyper-redundant manipulator breaks down and only the links marked by 12 to 20 could work normally, which implies that only 9 links can be used to execute the caging operation. In this case, the critical points cannot be traversed, and the valid caging configuration cannot be achieved without the help of solar panels. J 12 should match with K 1 , i.e., J s1 = J 12 . The matched sequence set will be C = {2, 2, 2, 2, 1} according to (11) . It should be pointed out that, in this part, we only focus on the role of solar panels, and we ignore the uncertainty of the caging trace. Fig. 19 shows the snapshots of the caging process, and the corresponding joint angles are shown in Table 10 . Limited by the links of hyper-redundant manipulator, only K 1 ∼ K 5 and a part of K 5 ∼ K 6 are matched. Fortunately, the existence of solar panels provides extra constraints, and the dysfunctional satellite can be caged. When the match of K 3 ∼ K 4 is implemented, the hyper-redundant manipulator collides with the solar panel of the dysfunctional satellite. Thus, the angles of J s4 must be adjusted during this operation to ensure safety. In this case, the transition values are θ s4 = −30 • and ψ s4 = 0 • .
B. CAGING A SATELLITE WITH A CYLINDER MAINBODY
In this part, the dysfunctional satellite 2 with a cylinder mainbody is caged, of which the caging trace is a circle without natural separation. Initial conditions 3 shown in Table 6 are adopted. The chosen caging trace also goes through the solar panels. To match with the given caging trace as close as possible, each link of the hyper-redundant manipulator is actuated separately. Fig. 20 shows the snapshots of the caging process.
V. CONCLUSION
An adaptive caging configuration design algorithm of hyperredundant manipulator for dysfunctional satellite pre-capture is presented in this paper. Through the demonstration of theoretical analysis and simulation, the main conclusions are as follows:
(1) The hyper-redundant manipulator can use its whole body to wrap around the grasped object to restrain its motion without needing grappling points and accurate inforamtion.
(2) The derived caging conditions of the hyper-redundant manipulator through static analysis and dynamic analysis are used directly for judging whether an effective caging configuraiton is achieved or not.
(3) The proposed dynamic sequential caging following algorithm based on RRT algorithm can search the caging configuration in real-time, which can avoid the inverse kinematics and improve computational efficiency.
(4) Through the simulation examples, we find that the trigonal geometry is closest to the caging edge and can reduce the number of actuated joints, so it is adopted as the match strategy for the caging trace composed of line segments. In addition, the solar panels play an important role to offer additional constraints.
In future work, we will study how to grasp and manipulate a dysfunctional satellite, and the real experiments must be conducted to verify whether our method is practical and valid.
